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The future of oil and natural gas production in Mexico is of importance for both Mexico's economic growth, as well as for U.S. energy security, a key congressional interest. Mexico is a top trade partner and the 3rd largest crude oil supplier to the United States. Mexico's state oil company, Petroleos Mexicanos (Pemex) remains an important source of government revenue even as it is struggling to counter declining oil production and reserves. Due to an inability to meet rising demand, Mexico has also significantly increased natural gas imports from the United States. Still, gas shortages have hindered the country's economic performance. This book provides an overview of Pemex and the content and prospects for Mexico's energy reforms, before discussing specific issues facing Mexico's oil and gas industry. It then examines the U.S.-Mexico energy relationship through the lenses of trade and energy cooperation. It concludes by suggesting several oversight issues for Congress related to what the enactment of energy reform might portend for Mexico's economic development, the U.S. energy matrix, and bilateral or North American energy cooperation.
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This is a general bibliography on Latin America, covering a wide variety of subjects, from pre-Columbian civilizations, to Columbus, to Castro, to the foreign debt, to pollution, etc. This work will not only be of use to the general, casual reader on Latin America, but also to the more specialized researcher. The book contains over 800 topics, with over 8,000 titles identified.
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Brown presenta un interesante análisis de las causas y efectos de las operaciones de las compañías petroleras norteamericanas e inglesas en México entre 1880 y 1920, periodo en el que el país se sumergió en la primera revolución social del siglo XX. También revisa muchos conceptos erróneos sobre las inversiones extranjeras sugiriendo a los que creen que las políticas mexicanas de privatización y libre comercio son las olas del futuro pongan atención a la experiencia histórica de la nación con las compañías petroleras, ya que según el autor, el camino que los mexicanos seguirán durante los próximos decenios será similar.
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Includes articles on international business opportunities.
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Exporting Environmentalism is the first book to examine industry's transnational promotion of environmental ideas and practices.
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Current Geographical Publications (CGP) is a non-profit service to the scholarly community initiated in 1938 by the American Geographical Society of New York. Beginning in 2006, the format changed to include the tables of contents of current geographical journals. The journal titles listed link to web pages or PDF scans of the current issue's contents.
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Performance Profiles of Major Energy Producers (1993)
DIANE Publishing Company 1995-10 Special 20-year financial performance review! Examines developments in the operations of the major U.S. energy-producing companies on a corporate level, by major line of business, by major function within each line of business, and by geographic area. Presents data collected for CY 1993. Features strategies following the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973-74. The analysis represents the operations of the companies in the context of their worldwide operations and in the context of major energy markets which they serve. Tables and graphs. Valuable 11-page glossary!
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This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press's mission to seek out and cultivate the
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The Mexican oil boom was characterized by a period of high investment, followed by capital flight. The private sector and households responded to the 1977-1981 windfall by attaining high savings rates. On the other hand, the Mexican government, the proprietor of the state oil company and the principal beneficiary of the oil boom, used windfall revenues to finance unsustainable spending and even engage in dissaving. These policies produced macroeconomic dislocations that made Mexico highly vulnerable to the inevitable external shocks.
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Despite Mexico's recent remarkable progress in adjusting its fiscal and external accounts and in restructuring its economy, the recovery of growth has remained elusive. This paper reviews some aspects of Mexico's recent performance and suggests that systemic adjustment uncertainty, and policy conflicts between stabilization and real depreciation objectives, are among the factors that have contributed most to delaying the private sector's investment response and preventing a sustainable recovery. The paper also assesses future growth prospects and resource mobilization needs, based on a growth model that fully incorporates the internal transfer problem and emphasizes solvency requirements.